FEBRUARY NEWS LETTER 2014
From the Chair:
Our Trophy Show held on the 2nd of February at Jagtershof was well attended with a
delightful array of twenty one stunning dogs for the Judge Jan van Rijswijk to assess.
Stewards Jakkie and Hannelie kept order while the ringside camaraderie made the
atmosphere relaxing and friendly. A good time was certainly had by all
The Best in Show award went to Ch LaGratitude Durango Duke BA owned by Bernhard
& Retha Bouwer and bred by Sharon Malherbe.

Reserve Best in Show & Best Head went to the Graduate male Farhills Black Shamrock
bred, owned & handled by Jody Baxter (above)

Best Opposite Sex was awarded to Blue Violet Jemma owned, bred and handled by
Annelie Theron (below)

Best puppy was awarded to Sanniesebos Susquehanna of Chizelhurst owned and
handled by Nicky Robertson and bred by Ina Jenkins

Reserve Best Puppy & Best Brindle coat
Best Junior was awarded to Desoete
went to Rogvalley Azzura Mia bred, owned Zeelia My Girl of Sanniesebos bred
& handled by Peter Rogers
by Magda Ledoux, owned by Ina
Jenkins & handled by San Schmutz

AND THE GALLERY.............

Best visitor & new members

Best handler

Best family

THE BREED SHOW RING AND JUDGING THE BULLMASTIFF
The Breed Show Ring is an intensely competitive area with both pitfalls and
pleasures for the exhibitors and the Judges. It is also an area where everyone must
observe the written rules. These rules are contained in the show manuals of the
participating clubs and the KUSA Constitution. They are inviolable. There are also
many unwritten “codes of conduct”, both positive and negative, that should be observed.
Obviously all these are in the interest of both dogs and human participants.
For the non-professional handler here are some tips on handling that will help
avoid some of the pitfalls of the Show Ring:
1 Have a clean well-groomed dog to present to the judge. With the Bullmastiff
maintenance is minimal and a daily face wipe and groom of ten minutes can
maintain the coat in show condition. Dogs that are attended to in these ways do not
need to be shampooed. Short manicured nails are a must, as are clean ears and
teeth. This can be done weekly. No colourants or substances that alter the coat
texture may be applied to the coat prior to going into the ring.
2 Be ready and waiting in the marshalling ring or at the entrance to the ring when due
to enter, with your dog close to you and your competition number displayed
prominently. Failure to respond to three calls for your attendance can result in
being marked absent.
3 Have the correct collar and lead on the dog. I recommend a sturdy choke chain of the
correct length to just go over the dogs head, and a very short lead with the handle
just long enough for the hand to fit through. This will give you complete control
over your dog. A well-trained dog will respond to commands from your index
finger, which will be right next to his cheek.

4 Do not, under any circumstances, manhandle your dog in the ring. If he misbehaves
or displeases you, remove him from the ring and attend to the problem in private.
5 Do not fidget or fuss with your dog once it is stacked. He should be looking perfect
as the judge approaches.
6 Appropriate dress is essential. Long flowing skirts, high heels and bangles have no
place in the show ring.1
7 Synchronise your movements to those of your dog when gaiting round the ring. Your
knee and the dog’s head should move in sequence. Bullmastiffs should be gaited at
a slow trot with a short but loose lead. They should never be strung up like some
of the other breeds.
8 Be prepared to perform any of the ring movements required by the judge. The most
common ones requested are the “away and back”, the “circle” around the ring and
the “triangle”. Occasionally a judge may ask all the dogs to walk round the ring.
9 Always maintain a reasonable distance from the dog in front of you, whether gaiting
or stacking and never run into the dog in front when the gaiting ends.
10 Do not be intimidated by the competition. If you want to be the winner, and have a
Category A dog be positive and have a strategy. The owners and handlers of all
the top-winning dogs have a campaign strategy.
11 Always congratulate the winner and if possible stay to support him / her in the next
class. That is good sportsmanship.
12 If the Judge is a friend, do not compromise him / her by any patronising behavior. A
simple greeting will suffice.2
13 Keep the welfare of your dog in mind. Standing in the sun for long periods or
restricting access to empty bowel or bladder is cruel.
14 Do not ever walk in or cross over the designated ring area before the show
commences.
15 Always remove any waste products that your dog may leave on the grounds.
16 The Bullmastiff is one of the breeds with specific height requirements. At any time,
while in the ring, the judge can take a measurement of your dog. This is done with
a measuring stick at the withers and the dog should be able to tolerate this
manoeuvre, just as he should be able to tolerate being examined by a complete
stranger.
Uneven ground: Another common problem is the ground where the dogs are
displayed. It is not always flat and even. There can be slopes, small bumps, holes and the
grass can be uncut. A skilled handler will use the terrain to his / her advantage. For
example do not stack your dog with his front legs in a dip and his rear end on an upward
slope or bump. He will look awful.
Aggressive dogs: Any dog showing aggression towards the judge and / or other
exhibitors and their dogs is a danger and can be ordered by the judge to leave the ring.
Any responsible owner will not allow such behaviour.
Confined space: If the ring and surrounding area is small, rather remove yourself
to a position further back than sit so close to someone else that relaxation is impossible.
Remember your dog might be the most obedient dog there, but the one next to you, a
hooligan. Dogs out of their home comfort zones and stressed by the entire sensory
overload and stimulation may well fight in such a situation. Rather avoid the possibility
of it happening by acting accordingly.
1
2

KUSA Guide for Dog Show Judges. Sept 1991. 2nd edition, p. 5.
KUSA Guide …,op. cit., p. 6

Baiting: If used judiciously, baiting can really bring out the best in a dog.
Allowing the dog a treat just prior to it having its mouth examined is not a good idea.
Some handlers use moon bags if their clothing does not have pockets. If standing in
front of your dog with the lead relaxed and bait in your hand, be careful that you do not
hold the bait too high otherwise you will alter the whole topline of your dog, and not
necessarily for the better.
Double handling versus a change in handlers: Any handler within the ring may
make a request to the judge in respect of a second handler taking over the dog if, for
example, excessive running is a problem. It is up to the judge to approve or disapprove
the request. This is totally different to a dog being double handled from outside the ring
by a second party who tries to attract the dog’s attention in various ways. Within the
KUSA Rules and Regulations this is not allowed and any dog that is so distracted may
be requested by the judge to leave the ring.
One of the greatest pleasures obtained from campaigning and exhibiting one’s
dog, is to chart the dog’s process through its show career. This begins with the first show
right through to the last show, and usually spans three to four years. If your dog is a big
winner complete his show career while he is in his prime and at the top. There is
something very sad and pathetic about dogs that are campaigned well past their “sell by”
dates.
The camaraderie and the atmosphere where friends get together at a show can be
wonderful. Many exhibitors travel great distances and without the support of friends
would find the show circuit a lonely place.
There is great pleasure in watching a good handler demonstrate his or her skills.
Many of the professionals have come up through the ranks over the years and much can
be learnt from them. With practice we can all be that good!
Of course pleasant weather is an advantage for everyone and bad weather can alter
the atmosphere immediately.
Ring Procedure
1.

Have the dogs enter the ring, and to break the ice and relax both dogs and
handlers, let them proceed once round the ring. This is an ideal opportunity for the
Judge to generally appraise what is being presented to her eg: phenotype, physical
fitness, movement and muscle tone, general condition and spirit, response to
environmental stimulation, colour, tail position and size.

2.

Line up for individual attention.

3.

Start with a frontal and non- confrontational approach and a greeting to the handler
– and dog if you so wish. This is the time to check the position of the front legs
and feet and the width of the chest.
If there is any indication from the handler that the dog may not be approachable
then act accordingly. Remember should the dog show any overt aggression
towards the Judge &/or other exhibitors then it should be excused from the ring.
The Bullmastiff’s heritage should be kept in mind when there is dog-to-dog
intolerance.

4.

From this front position continue with the assessment of the heads’ size and shape,
muzzle, stop, flews, eyes, ears, crown line, cheeks, nose and wrinkle, and then the
bite. If desired by the Judge, the handler can be requested to show the bite. The

Judge should avoid prolonged eye contact with the dog. Fawning over and
excessive touching of the dog is unnecessary as all but the bite can be assessed
visibly.
5.

The Judge may now move to the side of the dog while the handler moves to the
front of the dog.

6.

Check the depth and width of brisket (chest) again if necessary, neck, front
shoulder angulation and position of front legs and slope of pastern. Lift up the
front paw and check the feet, nails and pads.

7.

Check the coat quality while assessing the back / backline, ribs, underline, flank
and loin.

8.

The second thigh of the hindquarters must always be felt as well as the testicles.
The rear view of the hind legs will show the Judge whether there is a problem with
cow hocks or bowlegs. At the same time the tail length can be determined correct
or not.

9.

The only movement required is an “away and back” and a “circle” to the end of
the line.

Judging the Bullmastiff puppy
The Bullmastiff puppy starts to change shape rather rapidly just as s/he qualifies
age wise to go into the show ring.

A 4 month old quality puppy
not yet out of proportion

A 5 month old quality pup with acceptable
back/ back line

During the rapid growth period, which is generally between four and twelve
months, the puppy, can change shape many times. The hindquarters tend to grow faster
than the front quarters, which can leave the puppy looking somewhat unbalanced.

An eight-month-old quality puppy with
distinctly uneven growth rates.

A ten month old quality puppy with
an almost level back / backline

Head and ears in the Bullmastiff.
As the puppy grows the ears are usually huge and are out of proportion to the
head which in turn is small and out of proportion to the body. This of course changes.
The three photographs of the same dog featured below illustrate the head growth and
subsequent change of head shape.

Four months

Twelve months

Twenty-four months

Are the ears too long? You decide!
The Gait
The feet can be all over the place when gaiting but this is not necessarily
indicative of a gaiting impediment. The Judge should not be fooled by the best-trained
and handled puppy and really needs to draw on knowledge and experience combined
with “that gut feeling” during this time.
Two extra criteria to keep in mind are the general condition of the puppy and
whether it is re-acting positively to its surroundings or not. A skittish and withdrawn
puppy or one that shows any sort of aggression is unacceptable.

Annelie Theron is available for order at mrstheron@gmail.com

And words from our new Patron & Vice President:-

Chris Pretorius - Patron

Sunethe Potgieter - Vice President

Sunethe is an Attorney by profession and is situated in Faerie Glen Pretoria with 20
years of practice experience behind her which includes Senior State Council & lecturing.
She is married to Heinrich and they have two daughters, three dogs, four cats and an
array of rabbits & a fish and a tortoise!
Her hobbies include breeding and showing dogs and work as an Honorary Ranger for
SAN Parks. She also serves on the School governing body of her daughter’s school.
Her burning desires are to get people to buy into her vision of creating a centre for
family and child law practice in Pretoria – where the voiceless get heard - and to get
people to not only do lip service to the ethical breeding of dogs, but to truly understand
their responsibility as breeders.
Her key to success: - learn the rules of the game and then play better than anyone else.
She maintains that the day she stops caring is the day she will hang up her robes or show
leash, as the case may be.
.
SHOW RESULTS SUBMITTED
Transvaal Kennel Club 26th January 2014
Chizelhurst Chinga - RBOB / BP & 4th in Working Group Puppy
Judge Cheryl Battey
1st in the All Breeds Puppy Challenge under Judge Melanie de Jong
Cape Town Kennel Club 9th February – Judge Natalie Nissen
Ch LaGratitude Durango Duke Best Champion & 4th in Ch Group
Blue Violet Jemma - BOB
Nightsight Henry- Best Puppy

GLOSSARY OF CANINE TERMS
H
Hindquarters
Hock
Humerus

: The rear part of the dog from the loin
: A joint on the hind limb between the lower thigh and the
rear pastern. The heel
: Upper arm

I
Incisors
Ischial tuberosity
Iliac crest

: The upper and lower front teeth between the canines
: A part of one of the bones comprising the pelvic girdle
: Hipbone, hucklebone

J
Jaws
Judge

: The bones forming the framework of the mouth
: The arbiter in any competition involving dogs

K
Knee joint
L
Level back
Level bite
Loaded shoulders
Loin
M
Markings
Monorchidism
Muzzle
Metatarsal

: Stifle joint
: The line of the back to the horizontal or parallel to the
ground
: When the front teeth (incisors) of the upper and lower jaws
meet exactly edge to edge
: When the shoulder blades are pushed out from the body by
over development of the muscles
: The region of the body on either side of the vertebral
column
between the last ribs and the hindquarters
: Arrangement of coat colour
: A male dog in which one or both testicles have not descended
properly into the scrotum
: The portion of the skull in front of the brain case, comprising
the forward portions of both upper and lower jaws
: Rear pastern
STRANGE - BUT TRUE

THE MASTIFF KILL

I stood upon the balcony of my domain, and through the cool of the morning mist I
gazed out across the green carpeted grounds that lay before me.
They stood in the morning haze looking proud and fatigued.
The fluid from their most recent kill covered their bodies and dripped from their mouths.
The female mastiff lay herself down in sheer exhaustion beside the mighty & powerful
male. Both content and drained from the exertion of the kill.
Defeat would not have been an option for such powerful animals.
I am sure they felt pride in themselves. But I felt remorse for what once was and shall
never be again. Torn into pieces, its long sleek serpent like shape no longer resembled
its once true form.
I called to my protectors and they turned to me their eyes searching mine, wondering if I
too would feel pride in their kill or if they would be punished. They watched me closely
but I did not speak.
The only thought that came to me was….. “Dammm my husband is going to be so
angry about another destroyed garden hose!”

AND WHAT HAVE WE HERE? POWER, BEAUTY, MUSCULAR DEFINITION,
EXCELLENT SA ENGINEERING – YOU DECIDE!

The information in this magazine is confidential to the members. Statements or opinions
may be expressed in this communication that are personal to the writers and do not
necessarily represent the views of the Club.
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Love in abundance – as it should be.

